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older heroic alliterative poetry. He also provides evidence of
changing fashions. 'Saxon poets' were in favour at court, and
among their subjects were at least two that invite comparison
with the ballads. One singer gave a warning to Knut Lavard in
1131, before the battle of Haraldssted, by chanting 'notissimam
Grimildae erga fratres perfidiam', which is the subject of the
Danish Grimhtld's Revenge] and in 1157, before the battle of
Graahede, another improvised an invective against King Svend on
behalf of Valdemar Sejr: 'cantor Germanicus fugam Svenonis
exiliumque cantilena complexus, varias et contumelias, formatis in
carmen conviciis, objectabat.' This is not the same treatment as
found in the ballad of Svend Grade, but it is evidence showing that
political subjects were being treated in a new manner, a manner
which was coming in from the south. Knut Lavard is said to have
preferred this style: 'Canutum Saxonici et ritus et nominis aman-
tissimum scisset.' In the other Scandinavian countries the evi-
dence as to age is less conclusive. The Battle of Lena concerns the
Swedes and circulates among them, but the first exclusively
Swedish ballad is King Byrge and his Brothers, referring to their
murder in 1317 by the king. Norse themes include King Haakon's
Death (1263) and Lady Margaret, the 'Maid of Norway', which is
preserved in the Faeroe Islands after a lost Norse original. Thus
Swedish and Norse balladry appears younger than the Danish,
though of respectable antiquity. Faeroese and Icelandic ballads
manifestly depend on those of the homelands.
Estimating the age of English and Scottish balladry is much more
difficult. The south of England enjoyed a culture of the French
sort among the upper classes, and as in France, the doubt con-
stantly arises whether a given piece is genuinely in the traditional
manner. Scottish ballads, which have often the closest associations
with those of Norway and Denmark, may often have come from
thence, Binnorie is a case in point. It is not possible to affirm, as
the evidence runs, that our ballads are due to a previous Scandi-
navian impulse (they are strongest and truest in the Danelaw), or
that they are older, or that they are independent. We cannot
separate absolutely the English and Scottish contributions to the
joint stock, nor yet treat them as entirely similar. The cardinal docu-
ment as to the date of our ballads is a piece of external evidence.1
1 S. Grundtvig, Danmarks Gamle Folkeviser, Copenhagen, 13: Ravengaard
og Memering.

